Equity & Fixed Income Outlook
Federal Reserve Monetary Policy
June 15 is the next meeting date when the Federal Reserve considers
its position on interest rates. The Fed has made a case for “data
dependency” when evaluating changes to its policy rate. Nobody knows
the extent of the data the Fed is evaluating, so markets guess at the
information being considered. Our best estimate suggests there will be
no change in the Fed Fund Rate, leaving it in the range of 0.25 percent
to 0.50 percent.

Inflation
Inflation year over year was 1.1 percent compared to 0.9 percent the
previous month. Rents and medical costs contributed to the increase.
This range is consistent with what we expected, and we look for a
report this month showing inflation remaining near current levels.

Economic Activity
Slow economic growth continues to be the theme across the globe with
the United States being one of the better performers among developed
countries. First-quarter annualized gross domestic product (GDP)
growth was revised to 0.8 percent, up from 0.5 percent. The economy
is growing enough to avoid stalling out, but it is missing the drivers that
would generate a more robust expansion. The theme of a debt-financed
expansion encouraged by the Fed appears to have mostly run its
course as a tool for economic growth as indicated by the expansion of
debt on many corporate balance sheets.
Corporate debt is not the only debt that increased. Personal debt as
a percentage of income (which does not include mortgage debt) is at
its highest levels since 1946 – as far back as our data goes. The chart
below shows the progress through the first quarter of this year.
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ended in 2009. “Stable but not secure” may be a good definition of the
current conditions many developed countries face.
“Stable but not secure” may also be a good definition for the bond and
stock market. This means things are smooth for the time being, but it
will take less of a disruption to create volatility.

Fixed Income
Bond and stock returns seem to be converging. Since the end of 2014,
the return on the stock market represented by the S&P 500 Index has
only outpaced the bond market represented by the Barclays Aggregate
Index by 68 basis points (0.68 percent). If the time frame is shortened
to the last 12 months, the relationship is flipped. The bond market
outperformed the stock market by 149 basis points (1.49 percent). Year
to date, returns are almost even with the S&P 500 up 3.67 percent and
the Aggregate Bond Index up 3.25 percent.

Stock Market
The last time there was positive quarterly money flowing into stock
mutual funds and exchange-traded funds was December 2014. Since
then, more money has been withdrawn than was invested. The curious
part about this is the S&P 500 is up 4.75 percent over that time frame.
How have stock prices gone higher during the last five quarters when
investors appear to be taking more money out than they are putting
in? The only theme that comes to mind as an answer is corporate
stock repurchases. This is where a corporation issues debt or uses
cash already on their balance sheet to repurchase their stock in the
open market.
We still feel the best strategy in the current stock and bond market
is to focus on capturing income in the form of dividends or interest
without adding risk to portfolios.
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The slow growth and elevated debt present in the economy today
reintroduces risks that brought about the last round of economic
instability. That period has come to be known as the financial crisis that
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